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Note: Pictures in this document were taken in our community.  
 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION SUMMARY.  LOCATION MAP in Attachment A 
 

The Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Project will connect the high-quality waterfront trail 

and park improvements to the interior of the community by improving and upgrading the primary 

connector streets into a multimodal system.  BUILD funds will be used to continue 21 years of ongoing 

planning, development, construction of projects and social improvements.  The City has completed 

various packages of multi-modal transportation projects in the rural Warsaw downtown area, including 

the first phase of downtown Main Street improvements, Drake Harbor Recreation improvements, 

development of a lakefront linear park with trails and underground utility replacement.  
 

As Warsaw is becoming a regional and state destination to live and visit, the Warsaw Livable 

Community Transportation Project (The Project), through community and economic development, 

starts the next phase of revitalization. The Project proposes construction of 4 miles of roadway for a 

transformative multi-modal transportation network that connects neighborhoods to retail areas, 

recreation nodes, schools, downtown Warsaw and the beautiful, historic Drake Harbor/Steamboat 

Landing.   
 

From Drake Harbor Recreation Area, the roadway will connect to almost 6 miles of high quality 

riverfront trails directly behind the downtown.  Three primary connector streets will be transformed 

into innovative, walkable, bikeable and vehicle friendly streets that will set the stage for a new future 

Warsaw R-9 School District transit facility at the North School.  The Project will improve safety and 

livability in the community by reconstructing the roadways with shoulders to accommodate bicycles, 

adding or rebuilding existing sidewalks into ADA-compliance, improved storm water drainage, 

improved highway intersections and connection into the residential and commercial districts of the 

community from the downtown and linear park.  Two elements of this project are currently in design 

and will be ready for construction in late 2018 to early 2019. The Missouri Department of 

Transportation (MoDOT) is a cost share partner in the 2019 project.  Furthermore, The Project will be 

enhanced with Way Finding signs that work with the new and past improvements. 
 

Based on Kaysinger Basin Regional Planning Commission transportation prioritization, one of the 

components proposed in this application was rated 2nd out of 29 multimodal projects submitted. The 

top five multimodal projects from each RPC in the Southwest Missouri Region of MoDOT were 

submitted for preliminary rating..  See Travis Koestner P.E., Southwest District Engineers letter in 

Attachment A.  This project compliments other completed Federal and State local projects.  Finally, 

the City of Warsaw is setting the stage to provide broadband fiber within the community.  We are 

working with Co-Mo Cooperative Electric to place their Co-Mo connect fiber broadband during this 

project.  The Warsaw roadways listed in The Project Description are placed  in overall priority. 

PROJECT BENEFITS SUMMARY 
 

Continueing a history of creative financing, over a 22-year period to the present, the City of Warsaw 

has received $9,182,321.74 of Federal funds, $1,888,892 of State funds, $67,800 in Missouri 

Development Finance Board tax credits, and invested $6,090,260.21 of its own funds. All these funds 

were used to complete infrastructure improvements that include downtown infrastructure replacements, 

waterfront and harbor improvements connecting to the downtown, sewer and water improvements and 

roadway improvements.  Plus, over $2 million in private funds have been invested into façade and 
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building improvements and new construction.  The overall investment was the first phase of community 

revitalization with a goal of creating a multimodal transportation system to accommodate all users. 
  
The Project will extend the downtown and riverfront revitalization into the greater community. The 

design components in the Primary Connectors follows closely the Six Livability Principles established 

by USDOT, HUD, USDA and the EPA Partnership for Sustainable Communities (PSC).  In certain 

sections of this application, we will use PSC quotes to show how we are following these priniciples. 

The community, as well as Benton county, is economically depressed.  Our “Complete Streets” will 

address needs that include improved disability access, safe routes to school, citizen’s health and 

recreation benefits by bike and pedestrian access to the trails; tourism attraction focused on outdoor 

use, and most importantly, improved access to job opportunities. It will build upon the completed Osage 

Heritage Linear Park, that connects downtown Warsaw and Drake Harbor Recreation Area to the north 

and south, with high-quality trails along the waterfront to three City-operated parks. This creates a 

quality of life transportation link by bicycle or walking for residents to a sports complex, picnic areas, 

an outdoor amphitheater and playgrounds.  Additionally, boat enthusiasts can access the downtown and 

trails by water.  This allows an economic boost by attracting area tourists who come to second/vacation 

homes on the lake. All along the way, either by water or ground, trail users can enjoy the Lake of the 

Ozarks/Osage River.   According to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, in FY16 174,619 people visited 

the City of Warsaw leased properties.  This includes the Truman Lake Mountain Bike and Hiking Park, 

Shawnee Bend Golf Course, Bledsoe Ferry Sports Complex and Drake Harbor Recreation Area.  In 

FY16, the Corps recorded 133,493 vehicles accessing the Drake Harbor Recreation Area. By far, more 

people are accessing Warsaw through the downtown to go to the Drake Harbor Recreation Area.  For 

the visitor counts on Corps leased property, see Corps letters in Attachment L. As submitted in this 

application, community way finding is critical to circulate travelers through town to all commercial and 

recreational developments.  These visitors will contribute to the Warsaw and Benton County sales tax 

revenue. BUILD funding of the three major streets through the community and downtown to the 

waterfront, will greatly enhance a culmination of dozens of grants received since 1997.  These previous 

grants include Federal Enhancement, Missouri Department of Natural Resources, CDBG, USDA, 

Missouri Finance Development Tax Credits and Economic Development Administration.  The Project 

will bolster a regional partnership to bring investment to other rural communities by a major bicycle 

trail connection from the Frisco Highline Trail from the south through Warsaw onto the north to the 

Rock Island and KATY Trail.  By building “Complete Streets” that connect to this regionally 

significant trail effort and the existing local high-quality trails, the project will be the catalyst for private 

investment in the community. A successful application continues an effort to create a more livable and 

accessible community by creating a safer place to walk and ride bicycles, making it easier for students 

to access school, employment development, access to essential services and builds upon years of 

successful planning efforts that have been ongoing for our local rural community and economic 

development revitalization. As outlined later in this application, funding will transform the community 

into a regional, state and national attraction. This application is our story and our future.  
 

Project Description 

Funded by Transportation Enginneering Assistance Program (TEAP) grants, Main, Commercial and 

Jackson have detailed Preliminary Engineering Reports completed. In 2018, each street received a 

Federal Aid designation.  This creates an opportunity for a low interest loan from the Missouri Finance 

Transportation Committee. With a successful application, these routes will have improvements 

consisting of curb and gutters, storm water, bicycle lanes, sidewalks, LED lighting, pavement 
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improvements.  As part of the project, water main replacement will occur in the roadways. Additionally, 

the whole community will have Way Finding signs placed in strategic locations to direct visitors. Main 

Street will have turn lane improvements at the East Gate Retail District.  Osage Trail has also completed 

a TEAP study. Attachment B PER’s  
 

Main Street   Estimated Cost $5,966,515  Federal Aid # 

Length is 1.67 miles with a 66 foot right-of-way with two-lanes paved surface. The project termini of 

Main Street is from MO 7 to US 65. The Street is the primary roadway arterial through the southern 

portion of the City of Warsaw.  Local roads and collectors from various parts of the community have 

access to and from Main Street.  Main Street carries a high volume of traffic and is the route that most 

visitors to Warsaw use when entering the community.  Main Street is the primary route for accessing 

the downtown, Drake Harbor, the riverfront parks with trails and the Lake of the Ozarks/Osage 

River.  Main Street is also the route that most commercial vehicles use when traveling through the city.  

From Highway 7, Main Street carries higher traffic into downtown for shopping and access to the Drake 

Harbor Recreation Area.  In 2001, the three blocks of the downtown underwent major infrastructure 

improvements that included water mains, sidewalks, roadway, vintage lighting and landscape. Also, in 

2001, the City moved to improve recreation opportunities in the Drake Harbor Recreation Area.  The 

recreation area sets adjacent to the back side of the downtown and is the only access to the Lake of the 

Ozarks from Warsaw.  This roadway sets along valuable waterfront. As it horseshoes around town, the 

other primary connecting streets proposed in this project intersect it.  This allows the multimodal plan 

to connect the interior of the town to Main Street, and eventually to the current high-quality bicycle 

routes in the Drake Harbor Recreation Area.  The bicycle routes are 5 miles long and connect to all 

four of the City of  Warsaw’s major parks. 

1. Commercial Street  Estimated Cost $3,077,708 Truman Hills Commercial Street North Extension  

$ 78,000 

Length is 1.2 miles with 66 foot right-of-way with two-lanes paved surface. Is the main north-south 

route through Warsaw. To the north, it connects to the Truman Access Road.  The Access Road 

provides access to Corps of Engineers Truman Dam and recreation facilities on Truman Lake, plus 

provides access to Missouri Department of Conservation’s Lost Valley Fish Hatchery and Visitor 

Center.  At the Access Road there has been high commercial growth in the North Town Commercial 

District over the past ten years. This commercial district is adjacent to Highway 65 and draws tourist 

traffic from the federal route.  Due to this increase in traffic, the City recently completed intersection 

improvements at Commercial and the Access Road.  In the North Town Retail District and directly on 

Commercial Street, are two of the three medical clinics in Warsaw.  At its midpoint, Commercial 

intersects State Highway 7 near Federal Highway 65.  At the intersection of Highway 7 and 

Commercial, construction plans have been completed for intersection improvements. These 

improvements are due to the high traffic funneling into North Town from the community and tourist 

traffic from Highway 7.  South of Highway 7, Commercial Street goes from commercial development 

to residential, and back to commercial in the downtown.  Just before the downtown on Commercial St. 

is the primary access to the Warsaw Elementary School in the residential portion of the town.  This 

school is the main student drop off location for students going to three other schools outside of the 

community, and rural students coming into the city limits to attend the North Elementary School.   

Improvements along this street will help with access to the school by vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians 

from residential areas.  
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 Continuing south, Commercial intersects Jackson Street and then two more blocks intersects Main 

Street in the downtown. After crossing Main Street, the route ends at the Lake of the Ozarks. Lake of 

the Ozarks at Warsaw has become a major destination for outdoor recreation, like bicycling and water 

activities. 
 

Jackson Street  Estimated Cost $2,556,654 

Length is 1 mile with a 66 foot wide two-lanes paved surface.  The route runs from the north to the 

south crossing both Commercial and Main. For this project, the termini of roadway is from the Truman 

Dam Access Road south to Main Street.  The length is 1 mile.  Jackson is a 66 foot wide two-lane 

asphalt surface roadway.  The northern improvements from the Access Road south to Lay Park are 

critical for future community expansion.  Currently there is new development occurring on the Truman 

Access Road in the near vicinity of the intersection of Jackson and the Access Road.  Along the route 

is ??? acres that the is very valuable to the community for residential development. As Jackson 

continues south it crosses over Highway 7. Five blocks south of Highway, Jackson intersects 

Commercial Street. Another three blocks, Jackson intersects Main and continues a block to city owned 

property that adjoins the waterfront.  This property is a Brownfield site and has completed the necessary 

steps to be eligible for redevelopment. The comprehensive plan has designated this area for a downtown 

full service marina.  This is the same area that Main and Commercial intersect. 
 

Osage Trail  $$$$$ 
 

The Osage Trail portion of this project begins at the Steam Boat Landing boardwalk and continue east, 

under the US 65 Highway bridge at the north bank of the Osage River. From this location the trail extends 

northward along the easterly perimeter of the US 65 Highway right-of-way and a sewer easement for the 

primary sewer main that serves most of Warsaw.  Crossing a short portion of backwater from the Osage 

River, which is Ameren property, the trail will enter the City of Warsaw Industrial Park connecting to 

City property near the City’s maintenance building.  At this point the trail splits.  One split section will 

connect trail northward to Medic Drive and then to East Main Street.  The total length of this trail 

extension is approximately 3,370 feet.  The section spilt section of the Osage Trail head easterly along the 

perimeter of the sewage retention lagoons.  Beyond the lagoons, the trail begins to follow the abandoned 

Sedalia-Warsaw and Southwestern Railroad line which parallels the backwater channel of the Osage 

River. The trail continues northeasterly past Tamara Drive in Industrial Parkand to Braden Park, crossing 

small backwater inlets and coves along the way. 
 

Fiber Optic Conduit $$$$ 
 

Fiber Optic Conduit will be placed along the the backside of the curbs and in the light trench conduit 

run on the Osage trail.  The conduit on the back side of the curbs will be used for future transportation 

and economic benefits.  The Osage trail conduit will be used to create a smart trail for information and 

emergency needs. 

 

Community Wide Wayfinding Signs  Estimated Cost $362,530 

 

Project Location 

The project is located in Warsaw, Missouri, the center of Benton County in Southwest Missouri.  The 

City of Warsaw is the county seat of Benton County, and is situated along the Lake of the Ozarks; and 

just one mile upstream is the meeting point to Truman Lake at Truman Dam. Both lakes are Missouri’s 

two largest lakes and Warsaw is the only community that is on both.   
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Refer to the attachments with previous projects completed 

US Highway 65 and MO Highway 

7 serve as the primary corridors for 

the movement of people and goods 

in and out of Warsaw.  Highway 

65 connects to nearby 

communities such as Sedalia (28 

miles north), Springfield (85 miles 

south) and Branson (115 miles 

south). Warsaw is also located 

approximately 60 miles from I-49; 

55 miles from I-70; and 80 miles 

from I-44. Kansas City 100 miles 

away can access Warsaw from 

both Highway 65 and  Highway 7. 

 

Past Efforts 

Relevant Community Planning Process Leads to Success   
 

Partnership for Sustainable Communities quote - Enhance Economic Competitiveness  Federal 

investments are most effective if they are made in accordance with a community’s economic vision. As 

a result, the Partnership should support rural communities’ efforts to identify their competitive 

advantages through planning and visioning efforts.   
 

In 1997, realizing that the community was in a state of severe decline and its infrastructure was 

crumbling, the City of Warsaw hired an Economic Developer/City Planner with a previous construction 

background of 20 years.  Together, they made a commitment to rebuild the city and make it an inviting 

place to live, recreate, and conduct business. The City and community leaders realized that it would be 

a task that would take steadfast commitment of time and resources.  Committing to projects of local 

necessity, the Community is redeveloping a Community of regional and national significance, due to 

the City being on the state’s two largest lakes that annually attract over 6 million people.  The 

community moved first to endorse the redevelopment of its most valuable asset, by creating a 

downtown waterfront master plan.  Continuing this planning strategy, the community moved forward 

and developed a second overall city strategy in 2001.  This was formally adopted by the Warsaw Board 

of Alderman, and endorsed by the entire community.  Actions were set in motion to begin transforming 

a crumbling infrastructure and declining community to a revitalized livable rural community.  The 

planning process continued year after year, with implementation, construction design and construction 

projects.  A local rural success story was developing, that has now become a regional leader in 

revitalization, and soon a connecting point for a major statewide trail initiative.  The first task was to 

create a downtown and waterfront plan.  This plan included the Phase I Main Street Improvements.  

The City has successfully completed a series of planning processes, planning implementation and final 

projects.  All phases of the Warsaw Downtown waterfront are completed. Patiently, we have written 

and received grants to meet our goals. We have a consistent track record of community support in 

reaching our development goals. Twenty two years later, the same Economic Developer/City Planner 

is now the City Administrator and Planner, and has written all grants, plus works closely with 

consultants and engineers to deliver projects. 
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To date, the City has completed and implemented the plans listed below.  Comprehensive plans have 

been funded by the Economic Development Administration (EDA) and are in bold type. 

 1997 Downtown Revitalization Plan  

 1998 Downtown and Pedestrian Study 

 2000 Major Access Thoroughfare Study – Main, Jackson, Polk and Commercial 

 2001 Warsaw Economic Redevelopment Strategy 

 2002 Warsaw Tourism Strategy 

 2003 Downtown & Eastgate Retail Study 

 2003 Warsaw ADA Transition Plan 

 2006 Warsaw Trail Master Plan 

 2006 Strategy, Warsaw Progress Plan 

 2008 Warsaw Sewer Collection Study 

 2009 City-wide Water Master Plan 

 2009 Main Street and Highway 65 Study 

 2012 City of Warsaw Sidewalk Assessment – Kaysinger Basin Regional Planning 

 2015 Comprehensive Plan, Building on Success to Capitalize on the Future 
 

Transportation planning 
 

In 1998, the City of Warsaw received a Traffic Engineering Assistance Program (TEAP) grant from 

the Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) for $8,000, with a local match of $12,125.  The 

Downtown and Pedestrian Study funds were used for the first traffic and parking study of the 

Downtown and the Drake Harbor Recreation Area; our gateway to our business riverfront. The 

study set the direction for improving traffic conditions, 

existing parking areas, and creating more “inviting” 

spaces.  Furthermore, it outlined the potential for the 

Lake of the Ozarks as a corridor for transit to the 

downtown via watercraft.  As mentioned in the Project 

Description, in 2000 the Major Access Thouroughfair 

Study was our second TEAP.  This grant was $8,000 

with a local match of $4,491.68.   The primary focus 

was to examine the four major routes on the that lead 

into the Downtown, and what needed to be done to help 

with vehicle circulation and strategic location for 

transportation signage.  The two studies, combined with 

other strategic planning documents, set the stage for the design, construction of our unique, rural multi-

modal transportation system. With these two TEAP stuies completed along with the 1997 Downtown 

Revitalization Plan, in 2000 the Board of Aldermen determined that the community needed to put in 

place stepping stones to create community revitalization. After an ordinance was passed declaring the 

downtown blighted, Main Street Phase I Infrastructure Improvements started in 2001, with funding 

from various sources.  These sources were USDA Rural Development, Community Development Block 

Grant, Missouri Development Fund Board tax credits, TEA-21 and City matching funds, for a total 

project cost of $845,004.With the support of the downtown business community, this major 

infrastructure replacement included water mains, storm sewers, sidewalks and lighting, along a three-

block area of Main Street.  The lighting was historically correct to lights used in the downtown during 
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the early 1900’s.  This project won the State of Missouri 2002 Downtown Redevelopment Award.  

Additionally, Benton County received an enhancement grant of $354,654.  These funds were used 

around the downtown County Courthouse to replace sidewalks and create additional parking.  The 

improvements adopted the same design elements used in the City of Warsaw’s downtown 

improvements.  Both improvements are one block from Harrison Street and the waterfront, including a 

section of waterfront recreation improvements, known as Steamboat Landing Boardwalk.  

 Attachment C-C.1 
 

Due to historically correct façade and infrastructure improvements, the Downtown Revitalization has 

already yielded a return on project investment of just over $1,000,000 in private investments in the 

existing downtown buildings; and over $2,000,000 in new buildings, since 2001.  With the facade loan 

implemented and projects in the planning phase, the city then moved to start major infrastructure 

improvement in the downtown.  In 1999, one of the buildings won the State of Missouri’s Excellence 

in Downtown Façade Renovation.   Attachment C-C.2 
 

Believing in the 1997 Downtown Revitalization Plan, the City continued to commit funds, as match 

with grants, to develop the Drake Harbor Recreation Area, and develop the multiuse paths that now 

extend nearly six miles along the waterfront.  The trails were constructed by city crews.  All aspects of 

the construction, concrete, light poles and landscaping were tasks the city crews completed.  The harbor 

now connects to Main Street via Harrison Street.   

These improvements started the phases of improving our 

economic mobility, through enhanced multimodal connections, 

to centers of employment, education and services that stimulate 

our economically distressed area.  (Source: Stats 

America.)Attachment C-C.3 
 

Witnessing Warsaw’s successes, MoDOT awarded Warsaw 

it’s  third TEAP  in February of 2016 to conduct a detailed 

study of the Jackson Street Highway 7 overpass, near 

intersection of Main Street and Highway 7, for bicycling into 

residential areas from and to the Highway. The 

recommendations determined how to prevent conflict between 

motorists and alternate forms of transportation on Main Street.  This intersection is especially dangerous 

during peak school traffic times, during the height of the tourism season, major events in the 

Downtown/Drake Harbor area, and in the winter months, when snow reduces the possibility of walking 

or riding significantly. As our community has already tragically seen, two pedestrian deaths have 

occurred at Main Street and Highway 7.  It is critical to provide the safety features that alert motorists 

of pedestrians and bicyclists that are using this developing system.  This will provide safety for all by 

connecting Main and Jackson with a safe route.    

In 2015 the city received its  

 

Received a #### TEAP for 

Commercial Street.  This stuied had a 

major focus on how the stormwater 

from Commercial affected the Town 

Branch.  Due to some of Jackson Street 

sharing the same ridge and high to low elevation merging at the Commercial Intersection, Jackson 

“The City of Warsaw itself has identified the areas in 

need of improvement, and has created a planning 

network to address these concerns to finding resolutions 

and overcoming challenges.” 

The Honorable United States Congresswoman  

Vicki Hartzler 
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Street had a purcusory review in this study to examine how both streets storm water affected the Town 

Branch.  More is included in the Environmental section of this application.  
 

Community planning - Economic Development Administration (EDA) 
 

Staying true to the six principles of livability, in 1997 Warsaw began a commitment to rebuild its 

infrastructure and to make it an inviting place to live, provide recreation, and conduct business.  Much 

success has been enjoyed since 1997, and many achievements can be credited to three EDA funded 

Strategic/Comprehensive Plans in 2001, 2006 and 2015.  These plans became a roadmap for the 

development of the City, and virtually all components of each plan have been completed or 

implemented at this time.   
 

As guided by the 2001 Water Master Plan and 2003 Wastewater Inflow and Infiltration Study, in 

2003 an aggressive underground utility improvement started to correct critical problems in its 

wastewater collection system, and improve water distribution.  Originally constructed in the 1930’s, 

major sewer and water mains have been newly completed, with much of the construction within the 

streets to be converted to Complete Streets.  The water main improvements span 19,445 feet (3.7 

miles), at a cost of $1,478,253.88.  Through the American Recovery and Revitalization Act, $4,273,900 

was approved for 72,000 feet of sewer renovation and replacement (13.64 miles), plus significant 

improvements to the Wastewater Treatment Plant, that achieved the Missouri Department of Natural 

Resources allowance, for the plant to increase treating capacity. This project won the Missouri Public 

Utility Alliance System Achievement Award.  This award for the innovative approach of combining 

various financing sources to construct a project that solved the wastewater problems 
 

The 2006 Warsaw Progress Plan  included the Warsaw Trail Master Plan that has guided the 

riverfront bicycle and pedestrian development.  This system has evolved to linking community streets 

and highways with bicycle lanes.  It has received high reviews for this transformation.  With nearly 6 

miles of waterfront multi-use paths/trails linked, the plan is now completed and known as the Osage 

Heritage Linear Park.   The  Warsaw Trail Master Plan is now 80% complete. The remaining plan 

addresses connection into the community as proposed by this application. 

Working with the Missouri Department of 

Transportation and the US Army Corps of 

Engineers, improvements to the two major 

transportation arteries to the City have greatly 

enhanced our Federal and State transportation 

system; which will provide an opportunity to 

stimulate business development for Warsaw.  

With the completion of the four lane Highway 

65 to Warsaw in recent years, dramatic 

improvements to Highway 7 includes bicycle 

lanes.  Our transportation has improved, but 

we  

could not rely solely on the improvements to 

the adjacent highway system and downtown.  By creating Federal and State funding partners, combined 

with investment by the City from their own funds, the community of Warsaw has created and used the 

2006 Warsaw Trail Master Plan to build on the successes achieved over the first ten years, up to 2007, 

and further our efforts to make Warsaw, Missouri the premier destination in the region for working, 

visiting and living.  And our efforts are paying off.  People are responding economically to the 

“As an example of Warsaw’s commitment to 

other modes of transportation, MODOT 

partnered with the city to add two miles of 

bike lanes on Missouri Route 7. This is another 

piece of the puzzle that Warsaw has worked 

hard on to complete. These bike lanes link the 

riverfront to the east of Warsaw to Route 65. 

MODOT is very proud to play a role in this new 

development and partnership.” 

Travis Koestner, PE 

Disatrict Engineer, MoDOT 

Southwest District 
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improvements in our trails and recreational offerings. Many businesses in the downtown have 

expressed how they are seeing more customers on bikes and coming from the water. It has become a 

regular sight to see bicycles with car racks.  Attachment A  

In the spring of 2014, the community started developing a new Comprehensive Plan that includes a 

land use plan with new development regulations, business recruitment component, the Capital 

Improvement and Transportation Improvement Plan.  This plan is the third community comprehensive 

plan funded by the Economic Development Administration (EDA), and is called Building on Success 

to Capitalize on the Future.  Attachment D The funding of this third community planning process 

demonstrates the EDA’s confidence in how Warsaw has implemented and completed each plan.   

Within the text of the plan is language that requires developers to follow a Complete Street Policy that 

will make connections to the current trail network, and designated roadways.  The Comprehensive Plan, 

was formally adopted by ordinance on December 21st, 2015; thus, implementing one of its key 

component, the Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP). As 

mentioned on page ???? , the TIP will keep our system in a State of Good Repair while extending our 

system into the community by incorporating the major streets as Complete Streets, and use this 

multimodal transportation system as a catalyst to continue our on-going community economic 

development efforts.  This approach will dramatically enhance and focus our recreational amenities as 

a component of a community to live in, with an eye towards creating businesses to serve and respond 

to this dramatically increasing need.  Due to this strategy of waterfront trail development and 

incorporating the City Complete Street Policy, in early 2018, the city was named one of 12 best 

communities in the nation by the National Complete Streets Coalition for it’s method of planning 

and development.  In mid 2018, Warsaw was one of ten communities to receive a national recognition 

from the Coalition for Recreational Trails for the use of RTP funds and other funds for high-quality 

trails. Warsaw received the Connectivity Award. 
 

In 2015, the City completed the Harrison Street 

improvements.  This street made the physical connection to 

Downtown Main Street and the Drake Harbor Recreation 

Area, including linking nearly 6 miles of waterfront multi-use 

paths/trails to the southern portion of the community and 

Highway 7.  With a successful BUILD application, our rural 

community will be connected to this unique transportation 

system, and enhance connection to two major highways.  By 

connecting the existing Drake Harbor Recreation Area with 

the rest of the community, the project will create improved 

“complete” transportation routes for motorists, pedestrians, 

and cyclists. Finally, we are also experiencing the creation of 

another transportation corridor, the Warsaw “Blueway.”  Boaters from nearby resorts and communities 

are coming to Warsaw from the Lake of the Ozarks shorelines via water access, otherwise known as 

our Warsaw Blueway.  They are utilizing Drake Harbor as a place to “park”, then shop, exercise and 

tour the many amenities around downtown. Overnight stay by boats is not unusual. For many, by using 

this mode of transportation (versus their automobile), they are reducing their travel time to downtown 

by as much as 50%.  
 

Twenty-two years since the first plan, with self-determination, the community has completed the 

projects mentioned above, and also the first phase of a bicycle and pedestrian plan, that has become an 

example for other Missouri rural areas.  Warsaw finds itself on the verge of a major economic 
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turnaround.  However, at this time, more than ever, it is critical for the City to take the next step in this 

revitalization of our small rural Missouri town.  This application addresses that next step/phase of 

quality-of-life improvements, by connecting the waterfront into the community, and creating a truly 

integrated transportation system. 

Challenges of Our of Shifting Demographics 

The City of Warsaw has great potential to be a regional and State destination for visitors, due to the 

many natural resources that create a unique asset.  These natural resources also provide an enhanced 

place to live and work.  Even with the positive environment that surrounds the community, there are 

obstacles that have to be overcome to create the opportunity for those who make this their home and 

place of business. The reality is that with additional visitors and increased revenues, we still need to 

achieve an economy that capitalizes and overcomes the following statistics. 
 

Demographics 

 

The median age is 51.5. The City of Warsaw has 2,127 residents.  The southern 1/4 of  Benton County 

accounts for almost 15,000 residents...all living within a short drive; thereby, utilizing the services 

and amenities of Warsaw.  While growing, the county continues to experience high levels of 

poverty...17.8% compared to the state average of 14.3%.  Due to this statistic, the City of Warsaw a 

has been declared a distressed.  The distressed declaration allows Warsaw and southern Benton 

County to be designated a New Market Tax Credit region.  In 2018, the city applied for a Opportunity 

Zone designation and received it for the city and southern Benton. This area emcompasses both lakes. 

In the Merit Criteria on page ???? of the Economic Competitiveness, there is more information on how 

Warsaw is moving to use these two designation to improve the economic conditions in the area.  
 

The follwoing information was presented by Pat Curry, University of Missouri Extension Project 

Manager, ExCEED, to Benton County residents and business leaders on January 25th, 2018. The 

program was titled Benton County Data for Decision Makers.  Please read Pat Curry letter in 

Attachment A 
 

Regional Context 

• Truman Lake, completed in 1979, is a unique asset that makes Benton County attractive to retirees and 

visitors. The prohibition of lakeside development is a limiting factor when comparing Benton with 

Camden County.  

• Camden County competes with Benton for retirees and visitors. Camden has experienced dramatic 

growth over the last forty years primarily, as higher income retirees have migrated into the County.  

• Benton is ranked 23rd of 115 counties in total land area (753 sq. mi) and 2nd in the total area water (49 

sq. mi). Camden is ranked first in total water area (53 sq. mi).. 
 

County Context 

Where people live influences many public services. In Benton County, an increasing proportion of the 

population live outside of incorporated places 

• Beginning in 1970, the majority of new residents settled in the rural part of the County. 

• Between 1970 and 2016 85.6% of population growth occurred in the rural part of the County. 

Population growth in the county is largely the result of retiree migration. 58% of all migrants were age 55 

to 74.  Data from the Internal Revenue Service shows that migrants into the county have a higher income 

profile than residents.  This is particularly true for out of state migrants. 
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In 2016, County per capita income ($32,964) ranked 71 in the State. In 2000, the County ranked 81, 

with an income of $19,737.  Benton County per capita income has been increasing at a faster rate than 

the State, but lags growth rates for many neighboring counties. 

• Four neighboring counties all had higher incomes; Henry ($39,462), Morgan ($39,397), Pettis 
($35,853) and Camden ($35,483). 

• Income increased 67% between 2000 and 2016 which exceeded the State growth (53%) and rates for 
Camden (39%), Pettis (53%), and Hickory (58%). 
Employment and wage growth have been exceptional during a period when many rural counties are 
struggling. The County experienced growth greater than the State, and ranked second in the Region for 
both indicators. 

• Rural MO (-1.8%) and the State (+4.6%) lag far behind the 10.7% growth in the County. 
• Wage growth has also been exceptional. Average wages increased 47.0% compared with average State 

growth of 43.9%. Henry was the only neighboring county with a larger increase. 
• The number of payrolled business establishments increased by 81 between 2004 and 2016 exceeding 

the growth in all neighboring counties. 
 

Grant Funds and Sources and Uses of Project Funds  Attachment E 

Contributing Highway 7 Projects  

                 February 2019 Start     October 2018 Start 

Commercial Street Intersection Cost Share                 Main Street to the downtown 

City of Warsaw            $364,500 – MTFC       TAP            $380,248 (federal) 

MoDOT State Funds    $   72,900 (non-federal)         City of Warsaw             $  95,062 (Cash) 

MoDOT STBG Funds  $291,600 (federal)                     Total Project     $475,310 

           Total project      $729,000 

Including the BUILD request of $11,006,591, total federal funds are $11, 678,439  Total Non Federal  

$3,946,662. Warsaw will pursue a $500,000 CDBG for downtown roadway improvments.  
 

This Transforming Project and Our Future 
 

Simultaneously to the Comprehensive Plan development, the City of Warsaw self-funded a 

Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) known as the Warsaw Livable Community Transportation 

Improvement Plan. Attachment E The consultants for this plan were also involved with the 

Comprehensive Plan.  Due to this, the City requested an agreement from EDA that the TIP be merged 

with the Comprehensive Plan, creating one guiding document for the community.  The Warsaw Livable 

Community Transportation Improvement Plan involved the planning of a multi-modal transportation 

network that connects neighborhoods to retail areas, recreation nodes, schools and most importantly, 

downtown Warsaw and the beautiful, historic Drake Harbor/Steamboat Landing. The planning 

document was developed with Primary, Secondary and Future Connectors. We use the word 

connectors, because each connector is an extension to the existing bicycle and pedestrian transportation 

network already in place.  Each connector was prioritized, and Main Street was determined as the most 

critical, due to the ability to connect to the current trail system, downtown, and other primary 

connectors, plus the ability to encourage commerce. Commercial was the second priority, due to its 

location through the residential center of town, crossing Highway 7 into Commercial districts, and 

connecting to the Truman Access Road. Jackson was rated as the third Primary Connector, due to its 

connection to the southern portions of the community at Main Street, plus its northern route through 

the Community to the Truman Access Road. Our TIP focused on the 8 components, Primary  
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Connectors, Secondary Connectors, Future Connectors, Sidewalk, Trails and Multi Use Paths, 
Signage and Way-finding, Parking, Transportation Maintenance Plan and Funding.  This 

application addresses many of these components. 
 

As the community grows and annexation occurs, the plan lays out exactly how developers will be 

required to follow the land use for transportation improvement needs.  This includes connecting to the 

multimodal system. The TIP recommended infrastructure and policy improvements that enhance the 

quality of life, attract new businesses, encourage property development at its highest and best use, and 

provide a multimodal transportation system.  The plan addresses preserving good condition of the 

current streets and financially planning for an ongoing maintenance program that keeps all the streets 

in the community in a good state of repair. Funding availability, commercial and residential 

development, and future annexation may be the deciding factors in how the proposed projects are 

prioritized.  The document prioritized improvements for the Primary Connectors due to their potential 

to encourage economic and community development.  The number one priority is Main Street, with 

the other streets critical to connecting the greater community to Main Street and the waterfront.  

Building on our successfully implemented strategic plans in the past, the proposed roadway 

improvements will connect to the current trail system from the 110 acres of waterfront park property 

known as the Osage Heritage Linear Park.  Adjoining the Lake of the Ozarks along Main Street, this 

linear park frames valuable property that is suited for development and redevelopment.  These areas 

are residential and commercial.  Our dream of a multimodal street system will be initiated with these 

improvements. 
 

This project meets the independent utility test. It will immediately be usable at a reasonable 

expenditure, even if no additional transportation improvements in the area are made. The completed 

Downtown and Harbor projects are proof of our ability of connectivity. This phase doesn’t restrict 

consideration of alternatives for those future transportation improvements, but does provide 

connectivity to each other and the downtown harbor area.Our economic mobility will be improved by 

creating access to reliable, safe and affordable transportation in our rural setting, combined with land 

use regulations that work with specific transportation guidelines and codes based on the six livable 

principles.  The following statement is the guiding point in the new Warsaw Comprehensive Plan and 

Transportation Improvement Plan. In Publication No. FHWA-HEP-07-039, the Federal Highway 

Administration’s response to the question, “What is the relationship between land use and 

transportation?  “Transportation's purpose is moving people and goods from one place to another, 

but transportation systems also affect community character, the natural and human environment, and 

economic development patterns.  A transportation system can improve the economy, shape development 

patterns, and influence quality of life and the natural environment.  Land use and transportation are 

symbiotic: development density and location influence regional travel patterns, and, in turn, the degree 

of access provided by the transportation system can influence land use and development trends. Urban 

or community design can facilitate alternative travel modes. For example, a connected system of streets 

with higher residential densities and a mix of land uses can facilitate travel by foot, bicycle, and public 

transportation, in addition to automobile. Conversely, dispersed land development patterns may 

facilitate vehicular travel and reduce the viability of other travel modes.” 
 

Merit Criteria 
 

Our overall goal is to realize the opportunity of being a centrally located state-wide hub in Missouri, 

for business, for family living opportunities, for retirement and for recreational and tourism activity.  

But to capitalize on this opportunity, the City knew it had to develop the proper underground utilities 
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and surface infrastructure to address community and economic development.  Our success is 

understanding our overall infrastructure needs and addressing them. 
 

To understand how the Merit Criteria is important to the proposed project, it is critical to understand 

the process the community has taken to get to the present..  Why is this? We have been incorporating 

the criteria in the community planning process since the first TIGER program was offered. First, the 

approach was taken to improve our recreation/health enhancement opportunities for our citizens and 

develop an innovative approach to improve our underground utility infrastructure as part of the 

developing waterfront.  This process eventually led to economic development opportunities in the 

downtown, and improved the environment, relating to wastewater quality and now addressing  

stormwater. As the downtown and the waterfront development gained community support, the City 

fathers wisely moved to continue the effort, by adopting ordinances that supported the effort to develop 

a multimodal transportation system that served our citizens with choices for transportation that 

addresses their safety.  Understanding how the infrastructure in the past fell into such disrepair, the 

governing and administrative levels of the City developed a transportation improvement plan that 

allows for upgrades, while also addressing daily maintenance so the entire system will stay in a state 

of good repair.  All this, combined, improves the quality of life for the citizens of Warsaw, and those 

who visit.  This application is critical to continuing our effort and spring boarding us to additional 

opportunities that this rural community has patiently and steadily been working towards. From the 

beginning, it was critical to develop assistance from other organization and governmental agencies that 

would believe and join in our vision of revitalizing our community.  During the extensive planning 

process, partnerships were formed that are unique to many rural communities.  This coordinated 

planning process requires a strong support network which we have created to align with the various 

components of our evolving multimodal system. These partners have provided support letters for this 

application. Quotes from the letters have been placed in shaded boxes.  Attachment A 
 

Improving the primary connecting artery to our downtown and riverfront area will ensure that existing 

businesses thrive, new investments are attracted and significant jobs are created.  Given the area’s 

unlimited potential for tourism development, with nearly 1.5  million visitors to the Truman Lake area 

each year, the project stands as the catalyst for true regional development on all fronts.  By creating a 

bicycle network throughout the community for the residents, the infrastructure is in place for visitors 

to cycle through the community for enjoyment and  commerce, growth as a retirement destination and 

improved business transportation corridors that can attract young families for jobs. 
 

A major long-term outcome will be the continued redevelopment of our rural community as a whole.  

With the revitalization of the downtown, anchoring Main Street at Highway 7, and the current retail 

improvements, anchoring Main Street at Highway 65, bookends are in place that will encourage new 

development along our most valuable real estate at the waterfront.  This effort is further supported by 

the recommendations in the Land Use section of the new Comprehensive Plan. The EDA funded 

Warsaw Comprehensive Plan combined with the TIP project aligns well with all the selection criteria.   
 

Safety  Attachment F 
 

The Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Project will increase the safety of walkers, 

bicyclists, and drivers in several ways.  Constructing complete streets creates more accessible and 

safe conditions for walkers and bikers.  Using innovative storm water management techniques, will 

provide a safe barrier from vehicles while acting as traffic calmer. This will be achieved by improved 

delineation and better defined vehicular traffic vs. pedestrian use areas, increased pedestrian safety 
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with shorter crossing distances, and increase safety resulting from increased buffer areas between the 

road and roadside objects and the elimination of the steep roadside ditches.  Furthermore, all three 

proposed streets will link the waterfront to the new growth areas of the community with safe routes. 
 

Improved safety is a paramount goal of the Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Project.   

Specifically, the Project request is needed:  

1) To build on the past and current efforts to move Warsaw toward an accessible community for all, 

allowing access to alternative forms of transportation throughout the community.  
 

2) To improve the safety and accessibility for all transportation users in the City.  By creating streets 

that accommodate all, not only will the downtown be accessible, but also the rest of the community, 

which includes schools, commercial districts, health care facilities, and recreational areas, will be 

connected into our total transportation system.  
  

Without the proper investment in infrastructure, the current movement toward increased pedestrian and 

bicycle use will increase the conflict between automobile and alternative transportation.  For a rural 

Without the proper investment in infrastructure, the current movement toward increased pedestrian and 

bicycle use will increase the conflict between automobile and alternative transportation.  For a rural 

community to make the past investments, and continue the effort through the years, illustrates that this 

is a serious effort.  By completing the proposed streets, our next step of developing the Primary 

Connectors will provide security, and promotes the use of alternative transportation without conflict. 

Improved safety is a paramount goal of the Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Improvement 

Plan.  Dangerous situations during peak school traffic times, the height of the tourism season, major 

events in the Downtown/Drake Harbor area, and in the winter months, when snow reduces the 

possibility of walking or bicycling due to the lack of proper infrastructure.  Specialized infrastructure, 

like the complete streets connected to Main Street, provides the infrastructure that safely integrates 

bicycling into the transportation system.  Another critical need is intersection improvements at Main 

Street and Highway 7.  As our community has already tragically seen, two pedestrian deaths have 

already occurred at this location.  It is critical to provide the safety features that alert motorists of the 

pedestrian and bicyclists that are using this developing system.   

 

The project will include: 

 Safe turning lanes that make vehicles aware of bicycle lanes 

 Vehicular traffic access management to access points of land adjacent to the route. 

 Connections to the existing waterfront trails. 

 Roundabout intersection that eliminates stop signs and operates with fewer conflict points and allow 

safer continuation of bicycle route. 

 Roundabout incorporates design for Complete Street connections to Jackson Street and Main. 
 

Specific Safety Transportation Needs Addressed by the Project 
 

Lack of continuous Livable Street Corridors 

o 97% of City residents live within a one mile radius of the downtown area, and 100% are within 1.5 

miles.  Residential neighborhoods are immediately adjacent to the downtown business district and 

waterfront area, which further emphasizes the need for our Main Street corridor to provide safe access 

for all modes of transportation.  Currently, all the city streets, except for Downtown Main Street, do 

not have safe, standard facilities for pedestrians, disabled users, and/or cyclists. Current data shows that 
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approximately 7% of all trips to work in Warsaw are walking trips.  Estimates are that when adding in 

all types of trips (work, recreation, school, shopping, etc.) this number rises to approximately 9.5%. 

o In 2000, George Butler and Associates completed a Transportation Enhancement Assistance Program 

grant (TEAP) titled Major Access and Thoroughfare Study.  The study focused on Main, 

Commercial, Jackson and Polk Streets.  This was the beginning of our quest for Complete Livable 

Streets. Attachment G 

Safety of Bicyclists   Attachment H 

Bicyclist-related injuries represent more than 10% of roadway injuries in Missouri--a serious safety 

problem that gets far too little attention.  Analysis of the Missouri Department of Health & Human 

Services injury statistics for the years 1996-2008 reveals that bicycle injuries, which comprise 

approximately 1.3% to 1.5% of injuries involving motor vehicles in Missouri, according to Highway 

Patrol data, are actually 11% of Missouri roadway injuries, according to DHSS data.  

o Project will add bicycle lanes meeting current AASHTO and MoDOT design standards, in corridors 

where these facilities do not exist.  Bicyclists in these corridors today must ride on roadways that have 

no safe, defined accommodations for them; many of these cyclists would be categorized as “novice” 

cyclists.  This “sharing the road” is known to increase the risk of accidents for novice cyclists. 

Safety of Pedestrians 

o Pedestrians represent 3.5% of all roadway injuries, according to DHSS data, and almost all pedestrian 

injuries involve a motor vehicle. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration Traffic Safety Facts for 2009, 68 pedestrian fatalities occurred 

in Missouri, representing 7.7% of all fatalities in the state. Unfortunately, Warsaw is now included 

in the statistics for 2013 with a pedestrian fatality at the connecting point of Main Street and 

Highway 7.  Previously, an additional death occurred in the same location in 2001.  These tragedies 

have underscored the importance of the upgrades outlined in our Project.  

o The addition of sidewalks along Main Street and the other proposed streets will provide a designated 

route for all pedestrians, and get them out of the ditches and roadways.  Pictures below were taken near 

Highway 7 and Main St. The first picture is the TAP side in construction. The last picture is the CDBG 

phase of this application. It will be the first BUILD project into construction. 

        
o Warsaw’s pedestrian rate of approximately 9.5% is higher than Missouri’s statewide rate, as stated by 

the Missouri Bicycle and Pedestrian Federation.  This only emphasizes the need for improved 

pedestrian facilities throughout the community. 

Safety of Motorists 

o Accident reports for the US Highway 65 corridor were obtained from the Missouri State Highway Patrol's 

Statewide Traffic Accident Records System for the years 2005 thru 2009.  Accidents along US-65 between 

the interchanges with Missouri Highway 7 and Main Street were reviewed to determine the contributing 

causes for the wrecks.  On average, the reports indicated that between 12 and 15 accidents occur within 

this area each year.  Accidents involving trucks, slow moving vehicles, and motor vehicles in transport, 

http://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/publications_traffic.html
http://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/publications_traffic.html
http://www.mshp.dps.missouri.gov/MSHPWeb/SAC/publications_traffic.html
http://mobikefed.org/content/bicyclists-represent-11-all-road-injuries-missouri
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figured heavily in the yearly totals, with motorists abruptly encountering them from behind and trying to 

pass.   

o There were two accidents on record for the Outer Road connecting Main Street to Highway 7, where 

motorists went off the roadway at the curve just east of US-65.  There were several intersection collisions at 

the US-65 & Highway 7 interchange involving rear-end collisions at the intersection, or merging collisions 

where the entrance ramps meet the highway.  
 

Safety of Students 
o Improved Commercial will provide safe access to the North Elementary School. 

State of Good Repair   Attachment G 

Current Conditions 
 

The popularity of the downtown and harbor is expanding to include the entire town.  As shown in the 

USACE vehicle counts, more people are coming to Warsaw.  If nothing improved on these main routes, 

they will continue to deteriorate and will not support the growing need of residents and visitors. All 

proposed streets have utilities within the corridor.  Sidewalks are limited, and those that exist are in 

poor condition.  The pavement is fair to poor condition, and most areas are in need of asphalt overlay.  

Traffic congestion is a regular problem in the commercial district near Highway 7 and 65.  Bicyclists 

and those in need of wheel chairs have to use busy vehicle lanes and place themselves in danger of 

collisions with vehicles.  On Main Street a very narrow creek crossing creates a barrier for pedestrians 

and bicyclists.  The two lanes on this crossing are barely wide enough for two cars.  South of Highway 

7, Commercial and Jackson serve residential areas known as the Central Warsaw Neighborhoods, as 

stated in our 2015 Comprehensive Plan.  Intersections are not safe for bicyclists and pedestrians must 

use nonconforming sidewalks or walk in the roadway. Warsaw R9 North Elementary School sets on 

a hill above Commercial St. The school is in the heart of our community, and is a natural hub for 

connecting the multimodal network of streets.  As one of four rural schools, it serves as the primary 

location for students of all grade levels, to meet and be transported to other schools outside the city 

limits; or students outside the city limits transported to the North School. Commercial Street needs to 

be improved to create a Safe Route to the school. Main Street has acceptable improvements in the 

Central Business District.  Attachment F Safe Routes and Attachment B PER’s 
 

Existing Efforts to improve the system. 
 

The City of Warsaw has sales tax revenue that support transportation from three funds. These revenue 

streams is discussed in detail on page ???  Warsaw Fund Restructuring 
 

Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) includes consideration for all 

modes of transportation that are relevant for the Warsaw area, within the text of current and future.  

These would include private and commercial vehicles (cars, trucks, buses and recreational vehicles), 

bicycles, walking and wheel chair travel.  The transportation plan addresses needed improvements to 

public infrastructure, such as city streets, trails and sidewalks that will have a positive impact on these 

modes of transportation.  This TIP provides the City with the ability to engage the local government, 

citizens of the community, business leaders and real estate developers to plan for needed transportation 

improvements in the future.  As part of the platting process, the City will require developers to 

construct roadways within their development that adhere to the City's Transportation Improvement 

Plan and Land Use Plan. They will be required to construct certain streets as the Complete Street 

ordinance states. Sidewalks in the development will connect to the designated street. This method 

will naturally connect to the riverfront improvements. 
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Improvement of existing conditions will be accomplished by the replacement/resurfacing of 

pavement on the corridors described previously, the addition of the bicycle and pedestrian facilities, 

parking upgrades, improvements to the associated infrastructure, including utilities, and new signs, 

striping and lighting.  Warsaw has embraced the Livable (Complete) Streets design features for their 

corridors, including City Council action, supporting these initiatives by adopting a Complete Street 

Ordinance and moving it to be incorporated into the new comprehensive plan.  As stated, the current 

infrastructure has minimal areas with sidewalks, virtually no ADA facilities, and lack of bicycle 

facilities.  Improvements will aid resilience to the improved streets and the entire rural transportation 

system according to our Asset Management Plan (TIP). 
 

A part of the 2015 Comprehensive Plan, Building on Success to Capitalize on the Future, the city 

conmpleted the Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP).  One of the 

purposes of the TIP was to evaluate the existing conditions of the transportation infrastructure, discuss 

critical needs, determine transportation improvements that will promote growth and economic 

development, and enhance the quality of life, mobility, health and safety for citizens of the community.  

The plan also focused on improvements that will augment the future Land Use Master Plan. 

Furthermore, the TIP will advance the City of Warsaw street maintenance program, by prioritizing 

current streets which include overlay, crack sealing and sealing treatments.  The City adopted a rating 

system created by the Minnesota Asphalt Pavement Association.  Based on this rating system, the city 

has started an asset management plan for a street maintenance program.  Prioritizing current streets 

which includes, overlay, crack sealing and sealing treatments, the City performed about $200,000 of 

street overlay in 2016.  This overlay brought 60% of the streets to a point that they will not need overlay 

for ten or more years.  This will allow the City to focus on the Primary Connectors.  This program will 

bring 90% of the streets to a point that they will not need overlay for ten or more years.  The streets in 

the application are quickly approaching their useful life expectancy due to wear and tear from vehicles 

and nature.  In the Enviromental Protection section of this applicationon page ????  , the city has started 

a major stormwater study to determine how to lessen the effects of stormwater damage to streets and 

property along the Town Branch. A successful BUILD application will allow the implementation of 

the stormwater study reccomendations and be part of the overall improvements.  This will add Main, 

Commercial and Jackson to the list of the 90% of streets in a State of Good Repair as rated by the 

Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Improvement Plan. 
 

The “two front doors” to Main Street corridor and the primary gateway into the City of Warsaw is 

both U.S. 65 and from Route 7.   Travelers coming from the East or West access Warsaw from Missouri 

Route 7.  U.S. 65 is the gateway for those coming from the North or South.  Main Street should provide 

a welcoming appearance that showcases the City, and puts forth an image that travelers identify with  

Warsaw.  Connecting streets, such as Jackson, should indicate an inviting appearance and provide 

direction as travelers use Main Street.  Currently this is not the case.  Phase I improvements of streets 

and sidewalks have been completed by the City in the three-block downtown central business district, 

along Main Street from Benton Street to Commercial Street; but are not visible from either highway, 

nor the connecting streets applied for in this application.  The majority of Main Street, including the 

entrances at the “two front doors” has not been addressed.  The City has received TAP funds, and has 

choosen a contractor to complete one side of the Main Street roadway from Highway 7 to the 

downtown.  Furthermore, a CDBG application to complete the opposite side of Main has been 

submitted. This will provide a true gateway into the downtown and Drake Harbor Recreation Area.  

More importantly for this project, the completion of this section of Main Street will provide additional 

parking and pedestrian access that will allow businesses to stay open during the construction of the 
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opposite side of the street, as proposed in the BUILD application.  Another component of this project 

started in April of 2019 at the intersection of Commercial Street and Highway 7.  Major intersection 

improvements at Highway 7 and Commercial Street will be completed in time to allow Commercial 

Street improvements to move forward without major interruption of traffic at the intersection. 
 

The Project design will take into account the mobility of people, and the long-term maintenance of the 

corridor they use.  Some of the design practices to be considered include improved drainage structures 

to prevent water damage to pavement and protect the environment, pavement for sidewalks and 

roadways that withstand the extreme difference in climates, the use of thermoplastic pavement 

markings, and establish a funding mechanism through our two funds for construction and maintenance. 
 

Economic Competitiveness  Attachment H 
 

Partnership for Sustainable Communities quote - Provide more transportation choices.   
In addition, intercity and regional mobility are drivers of economic growth in rural communities. 

Well planned transportation systems improve the quality of life and economic attractiveness of small 

towns by providing access to regional job markets, facilitating the transport of locally made goods 

to markets, and bringing tourist and other consumers to community businesses. 
 

A Successful Application Outcome 

We now have another economic devleoment tool. Warsaw and the surrounding area has been 

designated as an Opportunity Zone. This designation will spur economic development and job 

creation in our distressed community.  Once involved in an approved Opportunity Zone Fund, the 

downtown marina could be one of the first projects to take advantage of the Zone. 
 

The Opportunity Zone, past successes of previous planning efforts, combined with a successful BUILD 

application, sets the stage for development of commercial and residential areas that would expand the 

living opportunities for all income levels, recruit new businesses, and thereby expand the sales tax base, 

all within an innovative rural transportation system that accommodates locals, while encouraging 

visitors.  Simply stated, this combined effort will increase our livability and economic productivity of 

land, capital and labor.  This will result in long-term job creation, therefore, the critical importance of 

our Main Street development is succinctly put in our new Comprehensive Plan which states:   
 

Rebranding the Main Street corridor from the 

downtown as the Osage Riverfront Central 

District, as the Comprehensive Plan points out, 

will be the engine that will drive the community 

transformation. This project will have regional 

impact as waterfront mixed use development 

occurs. This has already occurred to other 

communities on Lake of the Ozarks, and it is 

Warsaw’s time to take advantage of its location 

to attract visitors from two major highways onto 

the improved community roadways.  This will 

encourage  business development and mixed use 

developments along both sides of Main Street. 

Our Comprehensive Plan states: 
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“East Main Street District (north side of East Main Street from Highway 65 to Kraft Road) 

Goal: Create an active neighborhood and community commercial area serving adjacent 

neighborhoods and visitors to the area. “Commercial development in the East Main Street District 

should remain oriented toward neighborhood or community residents, offering products and services 

that support daily living in Warsaw.  Unlike downtown, the development pattern here would be more 

automobile oriented, although pedestrian connections to adjacent neighborhoods and the potential 

resort area to the south are present. Access and circulation improvements for vehicular traffic, as well 

as pedestrian and bicycle use are critical to connecting adjacent neighborhoods and improving 

convenient access to downtown.  Commercial business activity is anchored by small and medium 

footprint buildings with shared access and parking arrangements to help with access management and 

traffic circulation along East Main Street.  Typical business activity may include grocery and 

convenience stores, various professional and commercial services and offices, and restaurants (fast 

food and sit down) representing a variety of local, regional or national chains. “Interspersed 

throughout the area are public trails and open spaces for use by visitors and residents alike.  The resort 

development is connected to downtown Warsaw via a trail using available railroad and alley rights-

of-way, as well as the sidewalk network.  Other water oriented amenities are provided as access to 

the waterfront is gained for a resort oriented private marina with watercraft rental.  Small boutique 

and specialty shops along with eateries and recreational and entertainment oriented businesses are 

part of the small-scale commercial area within 
 

The Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Project will also enhance long term opportunities 

for underserved population. The most recent U.S Census shows Warsaw and Benton County as a 

severely distressed area.  Due to this, the city has been designated as a Opportunity Zone .  The 

project will benefit this economically distressed community in several ways, primarly due to our 

location.  Because of the central proximity between Kansas City and Springfield, Missouri, Warsaw 

has the opportunity to attract visitors from the two of the largest cities in the state.  The local 

economy has seen string economic benefit from tourism. It has an award winning trails, nationally 

significant historical landmarks, and excellent access to wildlife and natural attractions. These 

business sectors, in the wake of manufacturing and industrial closings, have become the local 

economic drivers of the county and constitute a 

majority of economic activity and employment. It 

is therefore critical to both the local and regional 

economy to promote transportation options and 

approaches that keep the economy moving while 

reducing the negative impacts of traffic congestion. 

City of Warsaw partners with many organizations 

to help improve the economy of the lake area by 

creating a common vision. More about these 

partnerships will be detailed in the Partnership 

section on page ???  The results of these 

partnerships are well documented. 

There has been a 30% growth in tourism-related 

employment from $13,789,041 in 2010 to 

$17,944,722 in 2018.  From 2010 to 2018, tourism 

spending is up 18%. During the same time period 

there has been a growth in tourism jobs of 355 to 420 (Missouri Division of Tourism)  
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Furthermore, 30% growth in annual guest tax collection from $43,555 in 2014 to $61,678 in 2018.  

(Benton County Tourism and Recreation) The City of Warsaw has had an 11% increase in sales 

tax from 2013 to 2017. (Missouri Department of Revenue) These figures prove that Warsaw and 

Benton County are receiving benefits from increased tourism from our location on the two lakes, but 

still way below neighboring Lake of the Ozarks counties Camden and Morgan that greatly benefit 

from this lake.   

Lake of the Ozarks 

The city already has made great strides to become better none as part of the Lake of the Ozarks.  Our 

next steps is to create a redevelopment plan for an area at the mouth of the Town Branch for future 

waterfront marina business use. This will include redevelopment of an existing brownfield site as a 

major part of the marina. More residents of the lake area will be attracted to the downtown Marina 

District for both commerce and recreation.  The City will become more attractive for habitation as 

businesses providing needed services will more likely live within the city limits.  The Waterfront and 

Community Improvements will also serve as a magnet for new housing and business development to 

attract new residents to the communities Downtown District.  This project will increase long-term 

economic competitiveness in five primary ways. It will continue the redevelopment the downtown; 

develop a brownfield area as a marina with mixed-use development; link segments of the established 

community with designated growth areas, promote more efficient movement of people and goods; 

and it will improve access to employment markets for the most economically distressed citizens.  See 

Realtors letter and Out of Town emails in Attachment A  
 

Warsaw and southern Benton County have experienced steady population growth, primarily due to an 

influx of retirees.  The County has grown by 32.8% since 1990. As of 2010, County population was 

19,056, with the Warsaw trade area population of 23,287.  These numbers swale during the tourist 

season. 
 

Truman Lake 
 

In FY16, the Corps recorded 133,493 vehicles accessing the Drake Harbor Recreation Area.  This is a 

dramatic amount of traffic, but as the following statistics show, there is many visitors that the city can 

attract into the community 

According to the U.S Army Corps of Engineers 1,499,545 people visited Truman Lake in 2016.  

Their visitation counts for a five-mile radius of Warsaw show 734,204 people visited Corps of 

Engineers Recreation Areas.  As the counts show, almost half of all the Truman Lake visitors 

are within this radius. This reflects well for the following economic data for FY 2016 supplied by 

the Corps of Engineers.  Within 30 miles of the Truman Lake, visitation per year resulted in 

$48,179,630 in visitors spending, $26,866,904 in sales, 443 jobs, $11,022,859 in labor income, 

$13,909,958 in value added and $13,735,734 in Nation Economic Development Benefits.  With the 

multiplier effects, visitor trip spending resulted in $39,562,637 in total sales, 556 Jobs, $14,333,879 

in labor income and $19,882,549 in value added (Wages & Salaries, Payroll benefits, profits, rents, 

and indirect business taxes). 

BENEIFTS of BOTH LAKES IN PERSPECTIVE 
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The money spent by visitors at Truman Lake on trip expenses adds to the local and national economic 

by supporting jobs and generating income. Visitor spending represents a sizable component of the 

economy in many communities around the Corps lake.  With half of the Truman Lake users within a 

five-mile radius of Warsaw, the Warsaw and Benton County Area has much it can capitalize on. 
 

Truman and Lake of the Ozarks combined, attract over 6 million visitors annually. Warsaw is a prime 

rural location on the Federal Highway 65 tourism corridor.  The tourism corridor extends from 

Sedalia, Missouri just north of Warsaw, and then south to the Springfield/Branson area. Highway 65 

in Warsaw becomes a stopping point to these destinations, for use of its services just off the highway 

system.  The primary access to the waterfront is Main Street at Highways 65 and 7.  Due to our 

location and visibility, Main Street is the logical route for visitors.   This was a major consideration in 

defining the recommendations in the 2015 Comprehensive Plan.  Warsaw is capitalizing on its 

location to increase its residential and commercial opportunities, through the development of a 

recreation industry.  Main Street, Commercial Street and Jackson Street all connect to the Truman 

Dam Access road to the north of town and cross each other at the south of town. The Corps of 

Engineers Access road carries higher traffic, due to its recreation facilities and growing commercial 

and residential development along the route.  The shoulders of the roadway are being converted to 

bicycle lanes.  Additionally, the Truman Dam Access Road intersects State Highway 7 at the western 

city limits, and Federal Highway 65 at the eastern city limits. The Truman Dam Access Road from 

Highway 65 is the primary access to Warsaw’s Bledsoe Ferry Sports Complex and the Shawnee Bend 

Recreation Area, and on to Highway 7.  These are the primary outdoor recreation areas that access 

both lakes.   There has been high commercial growth along this route over the past ten years.  The 

midpoint of the Truman Dam Access Road between Highway 65 and the Truman Dam, is one of 

three medical clinics in Warsaw, named Harbor Village.  Harbor Village includes a KATY Trails 

Federally Qualified Health Center, Compass Mental Health Center and a Senior Center.  Directly 

next to Harbor Village is a new 37-unit senior housing development that opened in the Spring of 

2018.  This is the first phase of future housing.  In the last two years, the City has approved voluntary 

annexation of 95 acres of property along the Access Road.  Along the northern extension of 

Commercial, recently another 80-acre land owner requested information about utilities if they moved 

forward with development. 
 

Building on Success to Capitalize on the Future Comprehensive Plan serves as a guide in creating a 

rural model for sustainable economic redevelopment.  As stated in the plan, Main Street improvements 

will address the declining economic conditions along a route to the revitalized downtown.  Improving 

the traffic safety and congestion in a highly visible community area with infrastructure that carries the 

same footprint from the downtown will build continuity between two retail districts along a unique eco 

system that shares the waterfront, and will spill over into adjoining neighborhoods and critical 

roadways.  This approach is consistent with past and current planning efforts and will have immense 

economic benefits to the entire Warsaw/Benton County region.  An area of high unemployment, low 

per capita income, and an area where two-thirds of the existing workforce leave the County every day 

for work in nearby counties, still finds itself as the fastest growing County in the region.  Simply put, 

people like to live and work here. Even more people will want to live and work here, if we can continue 

to provide them the jobs and environment they desire, by extending our unique bicycle and pedestrian 

system into the community.  The connection of home to work and commerce will provide the ability to 

use alternative forms of transportation to access daily needs.  An unfortunate part of our rural economy 

is the rate of low income.  Many of our residents that are within this income level struggle for their 

daily needs.  The ability to use a bicycle to provide for daily needs, versus the expenditure by 
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automobile, adds to their income.  As small as this amount may seem, compared to urban areas, this 

difference in our rural setting can mean the difference between buying food or paying utility bills, 

versus purchasing fuel at approximately $40 to fill a tank. 
 

Our community is a virtually untouched recreation destination that is developing the infrastructure to 

support large scale bicycling experience.  The visitors will have the ability to bring their bicycles to 

Warsaw for extended stays.  These extended stays would support lodging facilities, restaurants, 

shopping districts and other needs during the stay.  All these needs will be accessible by bicycle and 

sidewalks.  A prime example of this is the current downtown.  We see The Project providing critical 

economic competitiveness in these areas: 

Job Creation 
Preliminary research reveals that the construction impact to the community would be 20 construction 

jobs, and 50 to 100 indirect jobs maintained. As we experienced with our ARRA projects, the local 

restaurants, hotels and other service businesses benefited during the construction period.  Investment 

in Commercial Street at the intersection of the Truman Access Road has already yeiled 33 job.  See 

Craig Kiser, K2 Development and Casey’s letters in Attachment A 
 

Community and Economic Development Investment 

As our older adult population grows, we see an increasing demand for service jobs.  The project will 

dramatically aid the recruitment of skilled and professional workers needed for the increases in service 

businesses associated with our rural economy.  The business climate and environment along Main 

Street will significantly improve.  Given the historical impact of the project "footprint on Main Street" 

and the nature of growth in the community, we anticipate the creation of an additional 200 new jobs 

within a ten year period of the project completion.  All of these jobs will pay above the average wage 

in the community, and offer much needed benefits to our residents.  Truly, this project will provide a 

blue print for long-term economic turnaround for Warsaw, Missouri.   
 

Population Growth -  Continueing to improve the quality of life and quality of visitation will promote 

more people to want move to Warsaw.  This will be a huge economic driver for the community. 

Growth Areas- The northern city limits have experienced a large amount of growth in a short period  

of time.  For this reason, Kansas City Power and Light (KCP&L) made a $2.2 million investment in a 

new substation to service this area for future 

growth.  With the advent of the 23,000 square foot Harbor Village Health and Wellness Center on the 

northern City limits, we see this trend accelerating.  

Economic Access - The Project will improve property values across the community. By providing 

"transportation access for all" new facilities delivering a variety of needed services will be created.  The 

Project will also create new access to prime development property in the northern portion 

of our community, a desired location for numerous business entities and residential development 

around the Harbor Village facility. 
 

Increased Opportunity 
The City has been classified as a Low to Moderate Income (LMI) by the HUD.  The Project creates 

several levels of opportunity.  The community has slowly been progressing for almost two decades, 

and a funded project will be the crucial step towards a revitalized and truly transformed community.  

As an LMI Community, some of the levels of opportunity created by this project include: 
 

Redevelopment, Development and Multimodal Transportation will Enhance Access to Work. 

Many of our residents are employed by various retail establishments, which cater to the needs of both 
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residents and the substantial number of tourists visiting our area.  Improvement to our primary corridor 

of Main Street will make it easier for workers to get to their jobs and needed services.  Additionally, 

Main and Commercial Streets lead directly to two of our major manufacturing employers in the City’s 

Industrial Park, thus encouraging alternative forms of transportation to and from work.  This project 

will create additional jobs that this LMI community greatly needs. 
 

Supporting Economic Opportunities, Our city has significant need and room for economic growth 

in the form of new businesses and services.  We are a growing area, both residentially and for tourism.  

Businesses are interested in coming to our community, offering good paying jobs and benefits.  

However, weaknesses and a lack of cohesion in our transportation corridor are inhibiting our ability to 

offer support for the establishment of these jobs.  A successful BUILD application will rectify this 

situation, and significantly enhance past community revitalization that has been already detailed.  

Attachment I 

Partnership for Sustainable Communities quote - Notable Economic Impacts  Regions that have 

invested in bicycling have seen a beneficial impact on their economies. Studies have shown the 

bicycle industry and bicycle tourism can boost local employment levels and economic activity. 

Opportunity for the region and the State of Missouri with national recognition. 

In early 2016, Brent Hugh, 

Executive Director of the 

Missouri Bicycle Federation 
delivered exciting news for the 

community.  He pitched the 

possibilities of a session about 

Warsaw’s multimodal efforts 

at the National Bike Summit, 

recently held in Washington, 

DC, in March of 2016.  The 

session  was accepted and 

Brent presented.  It was part of a session focused on bicycling/trails as economic development in rural 

communities.  Since that presentation, the next opportunity has presented itself.  Brent announced that 

the creation of United States Bike Route 51, with Warsaw on its route. USBR 51 will connect Warsaw 

with all important trails and bicycle tourism routes in Missouri, and with dozens of towns across the 

state that have burgeoning trail tourism economies. Warsaw’s work to develop its local and regional 

trails and bikeways system is the key reason that Warsaw was chosen as a destination city. Letter in 

Attachment B 
 

Environmental Protection  Attachment I 
 

According to our comprehensive plan, Building on Success to Capitalize on the Future; 

Objectives:  
1. Study and implement improvements along Town Creek to provide better storm water management 

and open space improvements to the area. Outcome: Currently conducting Stormwater Study. 

2. Construct sidewalks that connect to the trails network throughout the area. BUILD application. 

“Quite simply, Warsaw is setting the gold standard for small 

town trails development, connectivity for the public, and 

safety, with an awareness of alternative forms of 

transportation. Because of their leadership and forward 

thinking in this area, they are inspiring many similar rural 

towns across Missouri to follow their example.  Warsaw’s work 

to develop its local and regional trails and bikeways is the key 

reason Warsaw was chosen as a destination for the USBR 51” 

Brent Hughes 
President, Missouri Bike Federation 
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The city has signed a contract with Burns and McDonnell Engineers, Kansas City, Missouri to perform 

a stormwater study of the Town Branch starting at the Access Road to the north and ending at Main 

Street at the mouth of the creek into the lake or at the brownfield area mentioned in the Economic 

Competiveness. Careful planning and design of the stormwater drainage systems associated with the 

BUILD roadway project is of paramount importance to prevent potential ponding, flooding, and/or 

erosion issues within the City especially along Town Branch Creek. Evaluation of the existing drainage 

patterns in the City has resulted in the understanding that stormwater runoff currently drains through 

overland flow in undeveloped areas to open roadside ditches and culverts ultimately discharging to the 

larger open channel of Town Branch Creek. Altering the drainage patterns along the project area will 

potentially increase the level of flooding currently experienced, rising it to a level where property 

damage may occur.   Since the City of Warsaw, as a whole, was built without a traditional storm 

drainage conveyance system, concentrated drainage often flows through private property along the 

town branch.  In the proposed project, most of the stormwater on Jackson and Commercial Streets shall 

be discharged from the roadway to an adequate channel. The downstream drainage system shall be 

analyzed to demonstrate that the adequacy of the system for conveyance of concentrated flows shall be 

designed so that there is no adverse impact to the downstream channel. The proposed system becomes 

inherently tied to the street trees and landscape plantings along the project area where the stormwater 

provides irrigation for these landscaped areas within the public space of the project. The landscape thus 

becomes a utility by promoting water storage, uptake and pre-treatment. The additional benefits of 

utilizing landscape as a stormwater utility allows for the creation of a thriving civic landscape that 

promotes a pedestrian-friendly environment through traffic calming, heat island reduction, reduced 

building energy costs, stormwater interception, increased property values, the and reduction in nutrient 

and pollutant loads from stormwater runoff. As a result of these benefits, Warsaw can illustrate 

leadership through the Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Project as a pilot effort to institute 

a new community-wide standard. The strategy promotes smart growth strategies, walkability, water 

and energy conservation, and transportation infrastructure for the 21st. century; and serves as a national 

rural model for sustainable infrastructure. 
 

As the Benefit Cost Analysis details, The Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Project will 

create the opportunity for an enhanced level of connectivity, modal choice and commuter travel options 

such that we will experience a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.  These improvements, combined 

with the recommendation in the new comprehensive plan, can produce a significant net modal shift as 

residential and commercial development occurs. In addition to reductions in emissions and fuel 

consumption, this project will incorporate the use of Best Management Practices in the form of green 

stormwater infrastructure for treating stormwater runoff pollutants into Lake of the 

Ozarks. Bioretention, permeable pavement, wetlands, & detention basins will be designed along 

portions of these project areas and will include engineered soils and select vegetation to trap pollutants 

and reduce the amount of stormwater releasing into local streams and Lake of the Ozarks.  The 

stormwater collection components will become part of the landscape along these improvements.  The 

“Conservation and the abundant natural resources in this area are important to our 

economy and quality of life.  Warsaw has excelled at creating a transportation access plan 

to bring people to these natural resources without harming the environment.” 
 

Trish Yasger 

Fisheries Mg. Biologist MO Department of Conservation 
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elements that the city has decided to use was determined from a TEAP study that examined Commercial 

Street for vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian improvements. The study determined a critical need for 

innovative stormwater improvements for Commercial and Jackson Streets.   At the highest elevation, 

both streets share the same ridge. The following is from the study provided in Attachment ????? 
 

“The most significant aspect of the roadway profile is that there is roughly 100-ft elevation difference 

between the lowest sag elevation at the Town Branch creek crossing between Jefferson and Jackson 

Streets and the highest crest elevation north of Louise Avenue. The steepest grade (roughly 5.3%) 

occurs between Oak and Hazel/Burlin Streets. Figure 2-3 shows the vertical profile for Commercial 

Street.  Widening the Commercial Street and Jackson Street roadways and adding new sidewalks is 

necessary for safe travel for bicyclists and pedestrians within the community. The new wider 

roadway/sidewalk would require replacing the existing open roadside ditches with enclosed storm 

sewer systems to convey stormwater drainage. If a typical curb and gutter and storm sewer system is 

installed, peak flows would reach the creek much quicker, potentially adding to flooding problems 

downstream. The current time of concentration with unpaved roadside ditches for the primary 

drainage area is estimated to be a minimum of 15 minutes, resulting in about 147 cubic feet per 

second of peak stormwater flow reaching Town Branch Creek in a typical 10-Year design storm. 

However, with a conventional storm sewer system, the time of concentration would likely be reduced 

to 5 minutes or less, resulting in an estimated 50% increase in stormwater flows to the creek. For this 

reason, it is recommended to manage stormwater in a more innovative and sustainable way, by 

implementing green stormwater infrastructure practices for continuous stormwater collection along 

Commercial Street. Continuous collection uses green stormwater infrastructure infiltration and 

storage practices such as bioretention and pervious pavement along the shoulder of the roadway to 

collect stormwater, filter it though a soil and/or aggregate subbase layers, and slowly release it 

through a small diameter perforated underdrain system. Green stormwater infrastructure practices 

provide both a stormwater quantity control, and stormwater quality benefit.  In lieu of paved concrete 
gutters, it is recommended to provide bioretention type green stormwater infrastructure, such as 
“green gutters” between the roadway and sidewalks. Green gutters are a type of bioretention practice 

implemented in narrow, shallow landscaped strips along the roadway designed to manage stormwater 

runoff by placing the top of the planning media lower than the street and sidewalk elevations. 

Benefits associated with the use of green gutters include: (1) reduced impervious area and stormwater 

runoff; (2) increased temporary stormwater storage volume; (3) safe physical buffer between 

pedestrians and vehicular traffic; and (4) enhanced streetscaping opportunities with a green space for 

native grasses, shrubs or perennials.  An example green gutter from Kansas City, Missouri’s Green 

Stormwater Infrastructure Manual is shown in Figure 3-2. Green gutters are typically not 

recommended in areas with steep topography, e.g. the area along Commerciual between Oak Street 

and Burlin Street, but can be used with proper design of check dams and weirs to slow stormwater 

flows through other practices. Permeable pavement materials are recommended to construct the new 

sidewalks in select locations.  Permeable pavements consist of materials that allow water to pass 

freely through the surface, serving to reduce stormwater runoff as compared to traditional impervious 

paving materials. Stone media below the pavements provide structural pavement support as well as 

temporary storage of stormwater. Permeable pavements are recommended in the same sections of  
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Commercial Street where green gutters are suggested; i.e. from Washington to Oak Street and from 

Burlin to Randall Avenue.  

Figure 3-2    
A property along near the intersection of Jackson and Commercial was recently donated to the City of 

Warsaw. The City also has the opportunity to acquire more property, providing a continuous 

connection between these properties and Town Branch Creek. These three properties provide the 

opportunity to implement a larger scale green stormwater infrastructure practice, such as an extended 

detention wetland, to alleviate existing flooding issues along the creek. Wetlands provide significant 

water quality benefits including suspended solid and nutrient removal from urban runoff, as well as 

channel stability and reduced erosion by slowing flows through the existing bend in Town Branch 

Creek. Wetlands with a detention component can also alleviate larger scale flooding concerns by 

providing temporary storage of stormwater and slow release back into the creek. This location 

provides further water quality benefit as it is situated just 1,300 feet upstream of the Town Branch 

Creek confluence with the Osage River of Lake of the Ozarks, providing water quality pretreatment 

to the majority of stormwater runoff that Warsaw contributes to the river.” 
 

Quality of Life    Attachment J 

Partnership for Sustainable Communities quote - Value Communities and Neighborhoods  

Rural Communities and small towns should be valued for their distinctive and historic features. 

Communities that conserve and build upon these resources, such as historic downtowns and main 

streets, important natural features, and long –standing cultural and religious institutions will be 

better positioned to enhance quality of life for their residents. 

Iconic rural landscapes are often defined by farmsteads, 

historic barns, and working agricultural structures-visual 

representations of American agriculture traditions. Historic 

preservation, adapting old structures for new purposes, and 

designing to complement local character will strengthen 

existing communities while contributing to renewed economic 

vitality. 
  

The community wants to not only increase its commercial 

development, but also attract new residents both young and 

retiring.  This project will achieve a marketing tool for the 

community by illustrating how the roadways are 

constructed as livable routes for all. The roadway 

improvements will be enhanced by bike lanes and 

pedestrian corridors designed for safety and 

connectivity to residential neighborhoods. A 

successful BUILD application will set the stage. 

The quality of life will be enhanced through 

transportation choices, enhancing the experience 

for drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists, 

complimenting the “sense of pride” that has been 

achieved for the residents with the first phase of 

community revitalization in the downtown and along the waterfront.  The Osage Heritage Linear 

Multi-Use Path Park will connect the community to this award-winning waterfront. The connection 

will promote a healthy lifestyle with more walking, running, and biking. The Drake Harbor 

“With the City of Warsaw beginning to really 

thrive with outdoor tourism, thanks to the 

beautiful Drake Harbor renovations and the 

fantastic new bike and hiking paths, our 

memberships have grown thanks to the 

greater accessibility, by boat, bike and foot 

and we are truly appreciative to the city for 

working to revitalize the downtown area.” 

Lindsy and Brian Phillips 

Warsaw Fitness, Downtown Warsaw, MO 
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Recreation Area provides a park for the low income adjacent neighborhoods, which will benefit their 

mental and physical well-being. The park provides activities for families with small children to play 

and enjoy the outdoors.  

The City of Warsaw is a rural community that has harnessed the attraction of the Lake of the Ozarks 

by building quality trails that encourage a healthy quality of life through attractive waterfront 

opportunities.  Warsaw Livable Community Transportation Improvement Plan is part of a larger and 

far more complex effort to improve our community through multimodal improvements, combined with 

community revitalization.  The downtown businesses, local residents and tourists will benefit from the 

enhanced pedestrian and bicycle access through the downtown to riverfront trail and community parks. 

The following is taken from the recently completed Warsaw Comprehensive Plan Building on 

Success to Capitalize on the Future.  The goal of the plan is to create a livable community that 

people, whether residents or visitors can enjoy. A successful BUILD application will set the stage. 
 

Community Vision: Building on Success to Capitalize on the Future 
 

“Building on Success to Capitalize on the Future” highlights our intention to build upon the foundation 

of what has been achieved in order for Warsaw to be an economically sustainable and deliberately 

improving community for years to come. Warsaw is a community with a rich history set in a unique 

environment.  This context, along with our strong community values provides the foundation for 

moving forward and securing our future.  We are a community that does not look backward, but is well 

aware of the building blocks that have been laid.  We respect and appreciate past successes, knowing 

the citizens before us worked hard to establish and develop Warsaw. Therefore, we honor and respect 

what has been accomplished, and we dedicate ourselves to building upon the strong foundation set by 

our past successes. We also continue to move forward from that strong foundation in order to improve 

the natural, man-made, social, and economic environment in which we live. 

Capitalize on the Future…Our plan is focused on the things we need to do as a community to put us 

on a path of continuous improvement in Warsaw. This effort will require communitywide commitment 

and collaboration to ensure that we achieve the best future for all of Warsaw.  Therefore, the highest 

priorities of this plan involve investment in the form of time, money and other resources to improve 

private property conditions, and the experience of residents and visitors in our destinations and along 

our major roadways.  Growth in the sense of this plan will be measured first by quality, and second by 

quantity. The key will be to put in place the tools, structures and financial mechanisms that will create 

a platform for economic advancement. 
 

The guiding force behind the City’s past 22 years of positive transportation improvements is our 

commitment to creating and implementing strategic plans, with a dedication to stay the course and 

succeed with improvements to the community.  This includes the options to ride bicycles, walk or use 

wheel chairs to go to various points in the community for the basic daily necessities of life - whether it 

is food, medical, education, social functions or family recreation. With Main Street, and intersecting 

Jackson Street converted to Livable Streets, East Gate Shopping Center and other destinations in town 

will be accessible from most locations in Warsaw. The proposed project, combined with current 

recreation trails, linked to various points along the waterfront, achieves this purpose without limitations 

of transportation choices.  The City has also made a major commitment to making improvements to its 

underground sewer and water utilities.  These types of improvements, combined with the needed 

improvements to our transportation system, will set Warsaw apart from other communities claiming 

improved livability.    
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Currently, most of the residential sidewalks in town are in 

need of repair or replacement.  Major roadways need to be 

upgraded to meet the livable standards.  At the North School, 

parents are dropping off their kids while buses are arriving 

and departing in the same location, causing congestion and 

conflict.  Those that do bicycle or walk, do it on routes that 

are not appropriate for such use.  It is not uncommon to see 

children walking in the vehicle lanes to get home.  

Commercial Street is striped for bicycles, but with no 

sidewalks on Commercial, it is used for foot traffic.  This 

same area along Commercial Street supports a County 

Library, commercial district, and in near vicinity is the 

downtown.  It isn’t uncommon to see bicycles or wheel chairs 

maneuvering the edge of the roadway to go or from the East Gate Shopping Center and other businesses 

along these two corridors. Improvements to the three major routes, as outlined in this application, will 

greatly enhance the ability to have a choice of how to safely access various points in town.  Several 

articles have been published about the achievements in the community.   
 

Innovation – Financing  Attachment K 
 

As the document has illustrated, we propose to continue the method of blending creative funding that 

has allowed us to create a unique rural success story.  Eventhough the rural category does not require 

a match,  the City of Warsaw has created this funding package that contributes cash and related projects. 

City Capital Improvement Funds will be used for debt service of a low interest loan from the Missouri 

Transportation Finance Committee (MTFC).  This partnership with the MTFC will create immediate 

new revenue in the amount of $2,500,000.  From MTFC funds, City contribution of $1,635,500 for the 

roadways in the BUILD request and Commercial and Highway 7 Intersection City cost share of 

$364,500.   Remaining $500,000 will be used for match toward a $500,000 Community Development 

Block Grant (CDBG) to complete sidestreets in the downtown that connect Main Street and Harrison 

Street. This application will be submitted in October and a successful BUILD award will strengthen 

the application. Attachment A letters from Salley Hemenway CDBG and Brenda Morris MTFC     
 

Through the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), Warsaw has been placed on the 

Intended Use Plan for watermain improvements in the amount of  $1,278,700 from the State Revolving 

Fund (SRF).  This debt service will be paid through the City Utility Fund. Revenue Bonds are in place. 

The funds will be used for watermain replacements within the BUILD roadways.  This is a total cash 

investment by the City of $3,032,462 plus the possibility of CDBG funds of $500,000.  BUILD projects 

totals $13,006,591.  Combined with the projects below, a total project of $14,210,901 for roadways. 
 

Warsaw Fund Restructuring 
 

It is extremely hard for a rural community to create revenue for such large projects.  For over twenty 

two years, Warsaw has spent within its financial capacity to fund and complete phases of downtown 

and waterfront improvements. This has been achieved by using innovative financing that includes a 

combination of federal and state grants matched with city funds, combined at times, with City work 

crews contributing in-kind labor for matching funds. Over the past 5 years, the Warsaw governing body 

has been restructuring its revenue sources to create new revenue to be used for larger scale projects, 

like TIGER, and now BUILD.  All the following sales taxes passed overwhelmingly without a sunset. 
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The restructuring started with the Board of Alderman asking the citizens of Warsaw for a Parks half-

cent sales tax. With this approval, we relieved our General Sales Tax (fund) of fully subsidizing the 

Park system.  Relieving the General Fund of the need of 

this subsidy, the General Fund took on certain capital 

expenditures to relieve the half-cent Capital 

Improvement Sales Tax Fund the burden.  This move, 

along with retiring a debt service of $124,000 for our 

sewer treatment plant, allowed us, in 2018, to position 

the Capital Improvement Fund for programs like 

BUILD. In 2025, a final sewer main improvement debt 

service of $125,000 a year will be retired.  With all these 

changes, the Transportation three-eighths cent Sales 

Tax Fund is now used solely for transportation 

maintenance; and its fund balance has a reserve for 

emergency transportation needs. This restructuring has 

been completed to allow our successes over the last two 

decades to move swiftly forward, to now include major 

roadway improvements. As the area population 

continues to grow and more visitors come to Warsaw, 

their expenditures will increase the sales tax base.   
 

Asset Management 
 

As mentioned in State of Good Repair page ????,  Warsaw Livable Community Transportation 

Improvement Plan (TIP) created the format for an Asset Management Plan that the city currently uses. 

 

Partnerships and Coordinated Planning  Attachment L 
Our community has established multiple overlapping 

partnerships with everyone from the US Army Corps 

of Engineers to the healthcare community serving our 

area.  We see our Main Street and waterfront corridor 

as a prime example of how these partnerships are, and 

will be, creating new ways to improve safety, motivate 

healthy lifestyles, access nature and increase civic 

involvement. It should be pointed out that these are 

not partners in word only.  Actionable, community 

driven outcomes are derived from these coordinated 

efforts to improve our community.  All our partners 

enthusiastically support this application. As demonstrated in our listing of Project Parties, we have 

gathered an extensive and engaged diverse group of Partners for our community development efforts. 

These partners are not listed in name only, but are actively involved in the planning and implementation 

of our efforts.  Being a small rural community, we learned long ago the importance of exploring the 

mutually beneficial nature of true community partners on the Federal, State and Local 

levels.  Throughout this application, quotes have been used that have been provided by our partners.  To 

show this level of support, illustrates their belief that the City of Warsaw has made a commitment to 

develop ways to invest and improve its community for those who live and visit this quaint river town 

that started in the 1830’s as a Steamboat port on the Osage River.  

“Warsaw consistently accomplishes their 

goals in implementation of their 

recreation plan while being good stewards 

of their resources.  Warsaw has truly 

enhanced the lakes region with a 

combination of transportation, recreation, 

project planning and construction.” 

Jeff Green 

Ameren Missouri Shoreline 

Management 

“I have worked closely with the City of 

Warsaw for nearly two decades and it 

truly amazes me how the community 

continues to grow and develop 

partnerships with private and public 

entities. These partnerships have led to 

an amazing improvement in a 

community that is mainly a low-income 

area. Warsaw is viewed as an innovative 

leader in our profession in the Midwest 

for their “Can-do” attitude and 

innovation for the betterment of the 

community.” 

Mark Dawson, CEcD 

KCP&L District Community Affairs 

Manager 
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State Government  

 Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT)  

MoDOT has been a partner in all aspects of our multimodal transition.  In 2017, City of Warsaw and 

MoDOT partnered in a cost share program to make major geometric improvements to the intersection 

at Commercial Street and Highway 7.  Improvements were additional lanes all around and signals. 
 

 Missouri Department of Conservation   

The Missouri Department of Conservation was a key partner in the Warsaw Trail Master Plan. 
 

Federal Government 

US Army Corps of Engineers  

The Corps of Engineers have been a very valuable partner in almost every aspect of our on-going planning.  

The City leases over 110 acres from the Corps for park use 

 

     Business Community 
Benton County Tourism and Recreation Corporation (BCTR)  BCTR is a 501c3 non-profit   

organization  whose  mission  is  to increase visitation and awareness of the Benton County Area.  

Our goal is to harness the county’s great tourism potential and transform it into an engine for growth 

and development that contributes to the goal of a prosperous economic future.  The Corporation 

works with Benton County to promote tourism.  The City of Warsaw contracts with the organization 

to host events and provide additional advertising for the community.  As shown in the Economic 

Competiveness, this partnership has increased overall revenues for the city, county, state and the 

organization. This is truly a regional and state benefit.  By utilizing the transient guest tax combined 

with corporate support for this continued economic growth, the city will work with the BCTR to 

develop an Annual County Tourism Plan.   The Plan will focus on highlighting our natural assets as 

well as our heritage in order to provide a rewarding and memorable experience to all visitors.    
 

 Warsaw Chamber of Commerce  Beyond business memberships, the chamber also has assitinance 

from the City by a contract to assist with business growth and sponsor major tourism related events.  

This 

prosperity in Warsaw.  With offices in the downtown just off of Main Street, they are the welcoming 

center for businesses, residents and visitors.  

 Kaysinger Basin Regional Planning Commission(KBRPC).   

Warsaw and Benton County are members of the KBRPC.  KBRPC works closely on highway and  

transportation matters with the Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT). Warsaw City 

Adminstrator and Planner has been the chair of KBRPC’s Transportation Advisory Committee for 6 

years.  KBRPC just completed a Stronger Economies Together (SET) planning process funded by the 

“As this trail system has gained statewide recognition, it has become one of the most utilized areas 

in the region. These trails offer scenic views, wildlife and are all wheelchair accessible. The City of 

Warsaw has done an exceptional job of providing excellent outdoor recreational opportunities, 

encourages locals and visitors to get outdoors to exercise and improve their health and well-being. 

The 25-miles of trails that the City has developed and improved promote regional connectivity, 

facilitate economic growth, and are an investment for the economic revitalization of Warsaw.” 

James Sandburg, Operation Project Manager 

Truman Reservoir, United States Army Corps of Engineers 
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USDA. Due to this planning process, KBRPC received a grant from the National Parks Service to  

perform a regional trail plan. Warsaw will be at the heart of this regional trail plan.  
 

Results of Benefit Cost Analysis  
Attachment N and O 
 

The Warsaw Livable Community 
Transportation Project will provide 

considerable benefits to the Warsaw 

community, the surrounding region and 

visitors to the area. These benefits include 

enabling motorists, pedestrians and 

bicyclists to travel safely and more 

efficiently through the corridor into the 

heart of the City. These improvements 

will improve health by promoting a more walkable and bike friendly community.  The project will 

increase property values and spur economic development within the corridor as well as generating cost 

savings through various reductions in time traveled and motorized vehicular usage.  The overall 

reduction in greenhouse gasses from the improvements will benefit the region and global climate 

change.  A detailed Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) report with worksheets has been included with this 

grant application and are attached as Attachment K & L to this document. 
 

Project Readiness   Attachment B  

 

Over the last 20 years, projects have gone through similar planning processes and have successfully 

been completed.  These projects have won two national awards in 2018 and were mostly constructed 

with City crews. The following chart shows the total funds used on the trails to win these awards.  At 

the end of this section, is another chart that has all the infrastructures improvements combined, with a 

total investment of  $17,238,274.  This includes downtown improvements and major underground 

utility improvements. 
 

NEPA 
 

Through the NEPA process, essentially the entire limits of the proposed transportation improvements 

have been granted previous environmental clearance.  In 2009 and 2011, a CATEX was approved for 

wastewater improvements along  portions of Main Street, and  Jackson Street.  All these projects were 

within the right-of-way of the roadways and are now complete.  

  

Federal Wage Rate Certification Attachment M 

 

 

 

“The City understands the requirements of using its own investments in growth of the 

community and has maximized its own financial capacity in support of this project. The City also 

understands the responsibility, oversight and care of federal funds.” 
 

Robert B. Dixon, Director 

Missouri Department of Economic Development 
 

“Warsaw is a model for communities throughout the 

seven-county Kaysinger Basin Regional Planning area 

for using planning as a tool to create actions that 

positively impact both the economy and quality of life 

of their community. Their foresight of transportation 

improvements, combined with a very well designed 

trail network, is unique for a rural community. 

Because of this, the City of Warsaw has been an 

integral part of both our SET Plan and Regional Trails 

Plan”  

Kristi Pfleiderer 

Executive Director 

Kaysinger Basin Regional Planning Commission 


